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ABSTRACT
Two Faces of the ICT Revolution:
Desegregation and Minority-Majority Earnings Inequality*
Social interaction is the primary vehicle through which advancement of information and
communication technologies (ICT) affects socio-economic outcomes. In the context of
minority-majority relations, social distances and segregation determine the benefits
individuals gain from social interaction and from improvement of its efficiency. In the general
equilibrium framework, this paper argues that ICT advancement disproportionately increases
the efficiency of social interaction in ethnically integrated social networks and that of majority
individuals, thereby causing desegregation and increasing interethnic earnings inequality at
the same time. The argument thus explains the concurrence of two seemingly contradicting
developments in the lives of Black and White Americans since the late 1970s – rising
interethnic earnings inequality and desegregation of Blacks. Furthermore, I establish that
there is a threshold level of ICT below which all minority individuals prefer segregated
neighborhoods and above which some minority individuals choose to integrate, thereby
reaping the efficiency benefits of social interaction with the larger society. I interpret the
reversal of the segregation trend that occurred in the late 1970s as a consequence of
advancement of ICT beyond this threshold level. Finally, I suggest an explanation of why
typically no desegregation occurred in extraordinarily segregated areas and in the case of
recent immigrants.
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1. Introduction
Since the late 1970s Americans have been witnessing three major developments in their
social and economic life. First, information and communication technologies (ICT),
which is the umbrella term that denotes any information processing and communication
technology, device, or application, have changed the life of the average American
tremendously. What started as face-to-face communication in primeval ages and went
through less and more advanced stages such as smoke and drum signals, the alphabet,
print and reproduction technologies, and telephone, turned into a sweeping development
during the last quarter of the 20th century. The new information and communication
technologies that emerged and went mainstream during this so-called ICT revolution
include advanced fax and telephony technologies, satellite communication, and computer
and network hardware and software, such as word and table processors, e-mail, search
engines, and Internet databases and encyclopedias. These technologies immensely
improved technological efficiency of interpersonal communication and data processing
and storing. In short, the ICT revolution enabled ordinary people to exchange information
over large distances at relatively low and still decreasing costs.
Another major development in the context of cohabitation of minority and majority1
people in the U.S. was the reversal of segregation trends in the late seventies and
desegregation of the Black minority thereafter.2 In particular, while the first three quarters
of the 20th century can generally be characterized by increasing degree of segregation, the
last quarter witnessed a steady decline of segregation of the Black minority. Massey and
Denton (1987) observe some signs of desegregation of Blacks during the 1970s. Farley

1

Throughout the paper minority is understood to be a particular racial, ethnic, language, or religious group
of individuals who share socio-cultural characteristics such as culture, religion, language, history, beliefs,
customs, values, and morals that make them distinct from the rest of the population – the majority. While
there may be regions where the minority outnumbers the majority, that minorities constitute smaller
proportion of population than majorities is a part of most definitions of the minority. This study does not
deal with social groups formed on the basis of occupation, wealth, or other ordinal characteristics.
2
Segregation is understood to be separation of people according to their social, ethnic, racial, religious, or
other characteristics in social interaction. Some of the most visible forms of segregation are geographical
segregation, as exhibited by e.g. racial segregation of neighborhoods, and social segregation, as found in
segregated schools or workplaces. The segregation literature is immense, including DuBois (1899), Myrdal
(1944), Taeuber and Taeuber (1965), Massey and Denton (1987, 1993), and Farley and Frey (1994).
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and Frey (1994) suggest that segregation between Blacks and Whites started to decline
during the 1970s and find pervasive declines of segregation of Blacks during the 1980s.
Cutler et al. (1999) provide evidence that segregation of native-born Blacks in the US
was increasing since the last decade of the 19th century until the Second World War, it
consolidated and expanded between 1940 and 1970, and since the 1970s segregation has
been steadily declining.3 These segregation patterns are depicted by Figure 1. One can
observe that index of dissimilarity and index of isolation4 between native-born Blacks
and Whites exhibit the same pattern: both are increasing until the 1960-70s and exhibit a
steady decline thereafter.

Figure 1: Dissimilarity and isolation indexes 1890-1990.
Native-Born Blacks.
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Note: Data from Cutler et al. (1999), Table A.1. IDW: Index of
dissimilarity at ward level. IDT: Index of dissimilarity at census track
level. IIW: Index of isolation at ward level. IIT: Index of isolation at
census track level. All unadjusted. Data of both methodologies available
in 1940.

Finally, although the period after the 1970s has been characterized by desegregation,
which is generally believed to reduce ethnic (earnings) differentials, the socioeconomic
gap between ethnic and racial groups has been widening. In particular, as demonstrated
by Altonji and Blank (1998), following a period of catching up during the 1960s,
earnings gaps among racial and ethnic groups have been on the rise since the mid-1970s.
3

The evidence is less clear for the Hispanic and Asian minorities, largely due to sizeable recent
immigration. See Massey and Denton (1987) and Frey and Farley (1996).
4
Indexes of dissimilarity and isolation are perhaps the two most widely used measures of segregation. The
former tells us what share of the minority (or majority) population would need to relocate for the races to
be evenly distributed. The latter measures the exposure of minority to majority. See Taeuber and Taeuber
(1965), Duncan and Duncan (1955), and Bell (1954).
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While Black men reduced and Black women almost closed the earnings gap during the
1960s when certain antidiscriminatory laws were adopted,5 the relative earnings of Black
men stagnated or somewhat deteriorated and the relative wages of Black women clearly
declined since the 1970s, as compared to their White counterparts. Such deterioration was
even more pronounced for Hispanic men and women.6 Figures 2 and 3 depict trends in
racial earnings inequality for Black and Hispanic workers vis-à-vis White workers by
gender from 1979 till 2002. The general pattern one can observe is that the relative
earnings of minority workers declined during this period.
Figure 2: Relative median usual weekly earnings of fulltime wage and salary male minority workers in constant
(2002) dollars, relative to white male, 1979-2002 annual
averages

Figure 3: Relative median usual weekly earnings of fulltime wage and salary female minority workers in constant
(2002) dollars, relative to white female, 1979-2002 annual
averages
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Source: Current Population Survey, U.S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Source: Current Population Survey, U.S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Several explanations of desegregation and increasing earnings inequality during the
recent decades in the US have been suggested in the literature. Concerning desegregation,
Schuman et al. (1985), Schuman and Bobo (1988), and Farley and Frey (1994) argue that
the opposition of whites against minority neighbors has been on decline, resulting in a
larger number of non-white settlers in “white” neighborhoods and desegregation, in turn.7
Cutler et al. (1999) argue that it is the elimination of formal barriers to integration that

5

See e.g. Heckman and Payner (1989), Donohue and Heckman (1991), and Neumark and Stock (2001).
Altonji and Blank (1998), p. 3149.
7
Several scholars, including Farley and Frey (1994), claim that actual levels of resistance against racially
mixed living remain high, however.
6
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brought about reversal of segregation trends in the 1970s and caused desegregation
thereafter.
In regard of the increasing earnings inequality during the last quarter of the 20th century,
Juhn et al. (1991) argue that much of the increase can be explained by the general trend
of increasing earnings inequality during this period and the placement of Black workers
in the lower end of the earnings distribution. They also establish that part of the increase
may be due to racial differences in unobservable school quality. Juhn et al. (1991) and
Card and Lemieux (1996) find that changes in returns to skills had a strong negative
effect on the Black-White earnings ratio in recent decades. Bound and Freeman (1992)
argue that a large fraction of Black-White earnings gap increase can be explained by
industrial shifts such as decline in durable manufacturing and regional shifts including
changes in metropolitan location. In addition, they also argue that the increase in the
supply of young Black college graduates and the resulting deterioration of their wages
contributed to the overall increase in Black-White earnings inequality.

The purpose of this paper is to argue that the concurrence of the three abovementioned
phenomena is not coincidental and that there are fundamental causal relationships among
them. In particular, I offer a novel explanation of the concurrence of desegregation and
increasing earnings inequality, arguing that ICT advancement has two faces in the
context of minority-majority social and economic interaction: it contributes to
desegregation of minority individuals and drives a wedge between minority and majority
earnings. Furthermore, I elucidate why no desegregation occurred in extraordinarily
segregated areas and in the case of recent immigrants and offer an explanation why the
reversal of the segregation trend occurred in the late 1970s.8 The arguments are based on
the role of social interaction in human capital acquisition and the effects of ICT
improvement on social interaction, which I discuss in the next section.

8

See Cutler et al. (1999) and Cutler et al. (2005).
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2. The Social and Economic Environment
Social interaction is the prime vehicle through which advancements of communication
and information technologies, such as those pertaining to the ICT revolution, affect social
organization and economic outcomes. A number of scholars, including Gaspar and
Glaeser (1996), Lin (1999), Wellman et al. (1996, 2001), and Feldman (2002) argue that
advancements of ICT significantly reduce the costs of exchanging and processing
information and make it possible to exchange more complex information, thereby
facilitating social interaction. Gaspar and Glaeser (1996) offer several pieces of evidence
in support of the positive role of the telephone on social interaction. The positive effect of
Internet use on social interaction is supported by empirical studies such as Uslaner
(1999), Cole (2000), Hampton and Wellman (2000), and Robinson et al. (2000), who
report that Internet users have higher levels of trust and larger social networks. 9 Based on
this literature, I adopt the premise that ICT advancement significantly improves the
efficiency of social networks and thereby increases the scope and intensity of social
interaction.10

While technological advancements due to the ICT revolution have facilitated social
interaction, there are features of social organization that have constrained it. Segregation
is a prime phenomenon of this kind in the context of minority-majority social interaction.
It impedes and possibly precludes social interaction between individuals who are
segregated and the rest of the society. Another phenomenon that hinders minoritymajority social interaction is social distance that encompasses socio-cultural differences
between minority and majority individuals, as discussed by e.g. Poole (1927) and Lazear
(1999). Difficulties to understand the language, habits, culture, and other characteristics

9

See also Kraut et al. (1998) and Nie and Erbring (2000), who report that the use of Internet may have
detrimental effects on other forms of social interaction, especially for inexperienced and incompetent
Internet users.
10
Social network is understood to be a social structure between individual actors that facilitates social
interaction between its members.
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of the other social group reduce the efficiency of social interaction between socially
distant minorities and majorities. 11

That social interaction in social networks is an important vehicle of human capital
acquisition was pointed out by e.g. Allen (1982), Lucas (1988), Ellison and Fudenberg
(1993, 1995), and Bala and Goyal (1998).12 Conley and Udry (2002), Foster and
Rosenzweig (1995), and Munshi (2002) argue that social interaction facilitates learning,
documenting that farmers learn about the best practices in social interaction with their
peers and neighbors. A number of scholars, such as Glaeser et al. (2002), Foster and
Rosenzweig (1995), and Lazear (1999), maintain that social interaction in social
networks typically involves positive externalities such that the aggregate resources of a
network exceed the naïve sum of individual contributions. In line with this literature, I
adopt the premise that social interaction is an important input in human capital
acquisition that involves external network effects13 that positively depend on the size of
social networks in which skills are acquired.

There are several arguments that the character of environment in which human capital is
acquired affects its type and, in particular, that segregated and integrated environments
differ with respect to human capital that they support. First, ethnic exclusiveness of
segregated social networks gives rise to skill specialization that reflect the purpose of
segregated social networks, as compared to integrated social networks that prevail in
integrated social networks. If, for example, an ethnic group develops segregated social
networks to support their specialization in certain sectors of economy, such as ethnic
restaurants or certain crafts,14 skills available in these social networks differ from those
available in integrated social networks. Second, social interaction in segregated social
11

The main distinction between segregation and social distance is that while segregation is an endogenous
feature of societal organization, social distance is the defining socio-cultural difference between minority
and majority people.
12
The literature on social embeddedness of human capital acquisition includes Rees and Schultz (1972),
Loury (1977), Bourdieu (1986), and Coleman (1988, 1990).
13
Network effects arise whenever benefits from a good or service, here the service of social network in
skill acquisition process, increase in the number of individuals already owning that good or using that
service. One consequence of a network effect is that the use of a network service by one individual
indirectly benefits others who use it. This side effect in a transaction is known as network externality.
14
Well documented is specialization of Gypsy communities in various crafts. See Fraser (1992).
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networks is more prone to bear a specific cultural imprint than that in integrated social
networks.15 Finally, to the extent that segregation prevents flow of ideas and innovations
and their adoption, segregated social environment perpetuates and supports different
skills than integrated one. Ethnic environment, in particular, has spillover effects on the
human capital accumulation process and affects the type and quality of skills acquired.16
Given these arguments, the type of human capital acquired in segregated social networks
generally differs from that acquired in integrated social networks. Given this distinction,
hereafter “segregated” and “integrated” specify notions, such as labor and wages,
pertaining to the respective type of social network and its members.

While segregation may result from external forces such as discrimination, in this paper I
study segregation as a function of the choice of minority people between segregated and
integrated social networks. In particular, I focus on the role of an economic factor –
earnings under segregation and integration – on individual decision to segregate
(integrate). Given the premises developed above it follows that individual choice between
segregated and integrated social networks involves two major aspects. First, it entails the
wage tradeoff, since the choice between segregation and integration involves choosing
between the two different types of human capital to acquire and thus between different
wages per efficiency unit of labor supplied. Second, it involves the efficiency tradeoff, as
the composition of members of a segregated social network is different from that of an
integrated social network and thus, due to social distances and network effects, for any
given agent the efficiencies of skill acquisition differ between segregated and integrated
social networks.

Corresponding to the wage and efficiency tradeoffs, two mechanisms govern the degree
of segregation in the economy on the aggregate level. First, as the share of minority
people who choose segregation increases, so does the relative supply of segregated labor.
This increase has a negative effect on the relative wage for segregated labor through the
textbook substitution mechanism. Second, through the efficiency mechanism, a larger

15
16

See Hofstede (1980), Sowell (1994), and Kraus and Hodge (1990).
See Borjas (1994).
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number of people in segregated social networks generate larger network effects in these
networks. In particular, it improves their relative efficiency vis-à-vis integrated social
networks, which suffer a decrease in their size and thus network effects. Under certain
conditions, the substitution and efficiency effects give rise to an equilibrium degree of
segregation in which for no integrated individual switching to segregation and no
segregated individual switching to integration pays off, as segregated and integrated
earnings are equal.

The main proposition of this paper is that advancement of information and
communication technologies, such as that pertaining to the ICT revolution, stimulates
desegregation of minority individuals and increases minority-majority earnings
inequality. The reason why ICT advancement causes desegregation is that it intensifies
social interaction and thus increases the weight of the efficiency aspect, which favors
desegregation, in the abovementioned tradeoff. On the other hand, ICT improvement
favors the majority, as their efficiency gains from the intensified social interaction are
larger than those of minority individuals, whose small relative size and social distance to
the relatively large number of majority individuals significantly constrain their benefits
from the ICT-driven efficiency enhancement.

The argument proceeds as follows. In the next section I develop a general equilibrium
model and depict the equilibrium degree of segregation therein. In Section 3 I study the
effects of the ICT revolution on equilibrium segregation and interethnic earnings
inequality. In Section 4 I offer an explanation why the reversal of segregation trends
coincided with the onset of the ICT revolution. Thereafter I summarize and discuss the
model and conclude.
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3. The Model
3.1.

Demand

To investigate the effects of the ICT revolution on minority-majority segregation and
earnings inequality I study an economy populated by the continua of minority and
majority individuals with measures I and J and elements i and j, respectively. The size of
the economy is conveniently normalized to unity such that I + J = 1 . All individuals are
identical with respect to their preferences and endowments, group membership excepting.
Individual preferences are represented by a standard utility function u (⋅) defined on the
domain of individual consumption of the consumption good, Ck, where k∈{i, j}. Let I seg
denote the mass of minority individuals that choose segregation and (alone) constitute
segregated social networks and I int the mass of those that choose integration and interact
with majority individuals in integrated social networks. Thus, I seg + I int = I .

Let the consumption good be produced by combining labor inputs of segregated and
integrated minority agents, H i ,seg and H i ,int , respectively, and majority agents, H j , in a
perfectly competitive industry according to the constant elasticity of substitution (CES)
aggregate production function

((

C = ∫0 seg H i ,seg di
I

)

( ρ −1 ) / ρ

(

+ ∫0 int H i ,int di + ∫0 H j dj
I

J

)

)

( ρ −1 ) / ρ ρ /( ρ −1 )

(1)

with the elasticity parameter ρ > 1. As argued above, labor supplied by segregated
minority individuals is an imperfect substitute for labor supplied by majority and
integrated minority individuals. For expositional convenience, labor of integrated
minority individuals is assumed to be perfectly substitutable with that of majority
individuals.

Applying the representative agent hypothesis group-wise and, given the infinitesimal
measure of an individual, taking all prices as given on the individual level, production
function (1) implies that individuals face the following demands for their labor:
−ρ
H i ,seg = PCρWseg
C / I seg

(2a)
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JH j + I int H i ,int = PCρWint− ρ C ,

(2b)

where PC is the price of composite consumption good C and Wseg and Wint are the wages
per efficiency unit of labor of segregated and integrated individuals, respectively.17 As a
result of the homogeneity of degree one of the CES production function, the sector does
not

generate

(

any

1− ρ
PC = Wseg
+ Wint1− ρ

3.2.

)

profits

1 /( 1− ρ )

in

the

equilibrium

and

one

can

derive

that

.

Supply

On the supply side, taking the actions of other agents and wages as given, individuals aim
to maximize their earnings by maximizing the amount of efficient labor they supply on
the labor market. In particular, each individual is endowed with one unit of labor time
that is, adopting a simplifying assumption, inelastically supplied on the labor market.
However, individuals increase the efficiency of their labor by acquiring human capital in
social interaction. The labor that they supply in the labor market measured in efficiency
units, efficient labor, is then conceptualized to be the product of labor time and human
capital.

Minority individuals choose between segregated and integrated social networks to
acquire human capital, while all majority individuals are, by assumption, members of
integrated social networks.18 As discussed above, individuals benefit from social
interaction with other individuals and these benefits increase in the number of people
with whom the particular individual interacts. Furthermore, benefits from social
interaction are constrained by segregation and social distance. By assumption, segregated
minority individuals do not interact with integrated individuals and vice versa.19 To
17

Note here that Wseg is the wage of integrated minority as well as majority, whose efficient labors are by

assumption perfectly substitutable and thus earn the same unit wage.
In effect, two sets of social networks exist in the economy: segregated ones that involve exclusively
minority people who choose to segregate and integrated ones where all majority people and those minority
people that chose to integrate interact.
19
This extreme assumption of zero social interaction between integrated and segregated social groups
serves the purpose of exposition and has no bearing on the main results of this paper.
18
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capture these assumptions in social interaction, it is assumed that human capital is
acquired and thus efficient labor20 is supplied as follows:
γ
H i ,seg = 1 + I seg

1
Jγ
1+ δ

(3b)

1 γ
I int + J γ ,
1+ δ

(3c)

γ
H i ,int = 1 + I int
+

H j =1+

(3a)

where the parameter δ ≥ 0 captures social distance between minority and majority
individuals. In particular, benefits from social interaction with socially distant individuals
are discounted by the social distance factor 1 (1 + δ ) . Because δ ≥ 0 , this factor ranges
between zero and one. That marginal benefits from social interaction are nonincreasing in
the number of interacting people is captured by the parameter γ , where 0 < γ ≤ 1 .
Reasonably, if no social interaction takes place, individual efficient labor is equal to the
endowed unit of labor time.

Having delineated fundamental relationships of the economy, I now turn to solving for
earnings of segregated and integrated minority individuals and majority individuals,
which determine incentives for switching between segregation and integration.
Normalizing PC = 1 and using equations (5.2a-b) and (5.3a-c), we solve for wages for
segregated and integrated efficient labor to obtain:
Wseg

⎛
C
=⎜
⎜H I
⎝ i ,seg seg

1

⎞ρ
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎛
C
Wint = ⎜
⎜H J +H I
i ,int int
⎝ j

(4a)
1

⎞ρ
⎟ ,
⎟
⎠

(4b)

where C is computed by plugging (5.3a-c) into (1) to obtain:
ρ /(ρ−1)

( ρ−1) / ρ
⎛
⎞
( ρ−1) / ρ ⎛⎛
⎞
1
1
⎞
⎛
⎞
γ
γ
γ
γ
γ
⎟
+⎜⎜⎜1+
C =⎜ 1+ Iseg Iseg
Iint + J ⎟J +⎜1+ Iint +
J ⎟Iint ⎟⎟
⎜
⎟
+
1
+
δ
1
δ
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠

((

) )

20

. (5)

Because the endowed unit of time is inelastically supplied and efficient labor is the product of labor time
and human capital, efficient labor is analytically equal to human capital.
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It follows that segregated and integrated minority and majority earnings are, respectively:

Ω i ,seg ≡ Wseg H i ,seg

⎛
C
=⎜
⎜ 1+ I γ I
seg
seg
⎝

(

)

1

⎞ρ
γ
⎟ 1 + I seg
⎟
⎠

(

)

(6a)
1

⎞ρ
⎛
⎟
⎜
C
⎟ ⎛1+ I γ + 1 J γ ⎞ (6b)
⎜
Ωi,int ≡WintHi,int =
⎟ ⎜⎝ int 1+ δ ⎟⎠
⎜⎛
1 γ⎞
1 γ
⎛
γ
γ⎞
J ⎟Iint + ⎜1+
Iint + J ⎟J ⎟
⎜ ⎜1+ Iint +
1+ δ ⎠
⎝ 1+ δ
⎠ ⎠
⎝⎝
1

⎞ρ
⎛
⎟
⎜
C
⎟ ⎛1 + 1 I γ + J γ ⎞ , (6c)
⎜
Ω j ≡Wint H j =
⎟
⎟ ⎜⎝ 1 + δ int
⎜⎛
1 γ⎞
1 γ
⎛
⎠
γ
γ ⎞
J ⎟Iint + ⎜1 +
I int + J ⎟J ⎟
⎜ ⎜1 + I int +
1
1
δ
δ
+
+
⎝
⎠ ⎠
⎠
⎝⎝

where C is defined in equation (5).

3.3.

Equilibrium Segregation

Having formulated the earnings functions of segregated and integrated minority
individuals, I am now equipped to study distribution of minority individuals across the
two types of social networks and, in particular, the equilibrium degree of segregation in
the economy. Recalling that each individual takes the decisions of other agents as given,
minority individuals compare earnings under segregation Ω i ,seg and under integration
Ω i ,int when deciding what kind of social network to join. Because the costs of switching
between social networks are not central to the argument, I assume that switching is
frictionless.21 Under these conditions, segregation equilibrium is characterized by the
following equilibrium conditions:

Ω i ,seg ≥ Ω i ,int if I seg = I

(7a)

Ω i ,seg ≤ Ω i ,int if I seg = 0

(7b)

Ω i ,seg = Ω i ,int if 0 < I seg < I .

(7c)

21

Switching costs can easily be incorporated into the model; this would yield no further insight with
respect to the main argument, however.
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The first two conditions apply to corner equilibria of full segregation (7a) and full
integration (7b) and say that if all minority individuals choose to segregate (integrate),
earnings under segregation (integration) must be at least as high as those under
integration (segregation) for each and every minority individual. The last condition
applies to the case in which some minority segregate and some integrate. Clearly, in such
case the economy is in equilibrium if and only if switching does not pay off, that is, if
earnings of segregated minority individuals are equal to those of integrated individuals.
This is exactly what condition (7c) says. Defining ω (I seg ) ≡ Ω i ,seg Ω i ,int and noting that
Ω int > 0 , condition (7c) is equivalent to

ω (I seg ) = 1 . Upon substitution and

straightforward manipulation, ω (I seg ) = 1 is equivalent to the following arbitrage
condition:
1

⎛⎛
1 γ⎞
1 γ
⎛
⎞ ⎞ρ
γ
J ⎟ I int + ⎜1 +
I int + J γ ⎟ J ⎟
+
⎜ ⎜1 + I int
γ
1 + I seg
1+ δ
⎠
⎝ 1+ δ
⎠ ⎟
⎜⎝
= 1.
γ
⎜
⎟
1 γ
1 + I seg
I seg
γ
J
⎜
⎟ 1 + I int +
1+ δ
⎝
⎠

(

)

(AC)

Because I seg is the only endogenous variable in the arbitrage condition (AC), it fully
e
determines the equilibrium value of I seg , I seg
, and thus the equilibrium share of minority

people who segregate in the interior equilibrium.

To depict what kind of interior segregation equilibria can occur in this model, I

investigate the properties of ω (I seg ) as a function of I seg . Denoting the ratio of human
capitals of segregated and integrated minority individuals h(I seg ) ≡ H i ,seg H i ,int and the
ratio

of

segregated

and

integrated

wages

w(I seg ) ≡ Wseg Wint ,

the

function

ω (I seg ) = h(I seg )w(I seg ) is governed by the properties of w(I seg ) and h(I seg ) , which are
driven by efficiency and substitution mechanisms, respectively.
In particular, through the efficiency mechanism, h(I seg ) increases in the number of
segregated minority, that is, ∂h(I seg ) ∂ I seg > 0 . This follows straightforwardly from
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h(I seg ) =

γ
1 + I seg

1 + (I − I seg )

γ

(8)

1
+
Jγ
1+ δ

that one obtains by plugging (3a) and (3b) in the definition of h(I seg ) above.

It has to be realized, however, that the efficiency mechanism does not necessarily favor
integration. In particular, comparing the human capital acquisition technologies (3a) and
(3b), let us state the integration efficiency condition (IEC) under which the efficiency of
social interaction of minority individuals is higher in integrated social networks than in
segregated ones, that is, H i ,seg < H i ,int :
γ
γ
(1 + δ )(Iseg
− (I − Iseg ) ) < J γ .

(IEC)

This condition holds whenever the number of integrated individuals is sufficiently larger
than the number of segregated ones and social distance is not too large, such that for
minority individuals the network benefits generated in integrated social networks are
higher than those in segregated social networks and integration involves relatively little
inefficiency caused by social distance. While this condition depends on the actual degree
of segregation I seg , it holds for any I seg whenever δ < (J I ) − 1. Furthermore, condition
γ

(IEC) is more likely to hold if the degree of segregation is relatively small. More
specifically, it can easily be seen that there always exists I seg that satisfies condition
(IEC) and, in particular, any Iseg < I 2 does so.
Concerning the substitution mechanism, w(I seg ) decreases in the number of segregated
minority people, that is, ∂w(I seg ) ∂ I seg < 0 . This is so because segregating minority
individuals increase the supply of segregated human capital and decrease the supply of
integrated human capital through two mechanisms. First, the direct effect of increasing
segregation on numbers of suppliers of segregated and integrated labor is obvious.
Second, there is an indirect effect through which segregation increases per capita supply
of human capital of segregated individuals at the expense of integrated individuals
through the efficiency mechanism. Given the imperfect elasticity of substitution of
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segregated and integrated human capitals in production, these supply changes depress
segregated wage relative to integrated wage. This readily follows from
1

ρ
⎛⎛
1
1
⎞
⎛
γ
(I − I seg )γ + J γ ⎞⎟ J ⎞⎟
J γ ⎟(I − I seg ) + ⎜1 +
⎜ ⎜1 + (I − I seg ) +
1+ δ
⎠
⎝ 1+ δ
⎠ ⎟ (9)
w(I seg ) = ⎜ ⎝
γ
⎟
⎜
1 + I seg I seg
⎟
⎜
⎠
⎝

(

)

that is obtained by plugging (5.3a-c) and (5.4a-b) in the definition of w(I seg ) . In
particular, note that the nominator is decreasing and denominator increasing in I seg .

Therefore, the efficiency and substitution mechanisms work in the opposite directions. It
turns out that the elasticity of substitution between segregated and integrated human
capitals ρ is the key parameter that governs ω (I seg ) . In particular, while the efficiency
mechanism is unaffected by ρ , as apparent form equation (8), the strength of the
substitution mechanism is decreasing in this elasticity and is not present in the extreme
case of perfect substitutability of segregated and integrated labor. This is evident from
equation (9), where ρ appears in the denominator of the exponent. It follows that ρ
determines the relative strength of these two mechanisms and thus the properties of

ω (I seg ) .

Figure 4 depicts stylized functions w(I seg ) and h(I seg ) , reflecting their properties
discussed above. The product of these two functions, relative earnings ω (I seg ) , is also
depicted in the figure. The position of the ω (I seg ) curve with respect to the ω = 1 line is
e
crucial for the existence of equilibria, since in any interior equilibrium ω (I seg
) = 1 . The

slope of ω (I seg ) determines the stability of interior equilibria. In particular, negative slope
of ω (I seg ) in the neighborhood of an interior equilibrium is necessary for its stability,
since in such case any deviation from this equilibrium leads to switching of individuals
that restores it. This is apparent from the figure, where arrows indicate the response of

I seg in disequilibrium states. For example, given that ω (I seg ) is decreasing in I seg and
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e
) = 1 due to the arbitrage condition, if the deviation within such neighborhood is
ω (I seg
e
, then earnings of integrated minority become larger than those of
such that I seg > I seg

segregated minority, that is, ω (I seg ) < 1 . If this is the case, however, minority individuals
switch to integrated social networks, thereby increasing ω (I seg ) , until the initial
e
equilibrium is restored. Similar argument explains stability for a deviation below I seg
.

Given these properties of the earnings functions, I now establish the existence of a stable
interior equilibrium defined by the arbitrage condition (AC).

Figure 4: Interior equilibrium of segregation

ω

w(Iseg)

ω(Iseg)

1

h(Iseg)

0

e
Iseg

I

Iseg

Proposition 1
There always exists some finite ρ > 0 such that for any finite ρ > ρ there exists
e
a stable interior equilibrium I seg
∈ (0 , I ) . Any interior equilibrium satisfies

condition (IEC).
Proof in the Appendix.
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In particular, no stable interior equilibrium may exist if segregated and integrated labors
are perfect substitutes. The reason is that in such case Wseg = Wint and thus

ω (I seg ) = h(I seg ) , which is, as discussed above, monotonically increasing in I seg . As a
result, in any interior equilibrium, which must satisfy ω (I seg ) = 1 , any disturbance such
e
e
that I seg > I seg
( I seg < I seg
) drives ω (I seg ) above (below) one, generating incentives for

minority individuals to switch to segregation (integration). Due to monotonicity of

ω (I seg ), a new equilibrium arises only after all minority individuals have switched to

segregation (integration). On the other hand, if ρ is very small, the substitution effect
overrides the efficiency effect and segregation is the preferred choice for all minority
individuals. In effect, ρ has to be finite such that the substitution effect is operative but
sufficiently large such that it is not excessively strong. That all interior equilibria must
e
comply with the (IEC) condition is obvious from the fact that for I seg
∈ (0 , I ) and a finite
e
ρ it holds that w(I seg ) > 1 .22 Because in any equilibrium ω (I seg
) = 1 , it must be that

h(I seg ) < 1 , which is exactly the (IEC) condition. The next proposition discusses corner
equilibria.

Proposition 2
There always exists some finite ρˆ > 0 such that for any finite ρ < ρˆ it holds that

I seg = I is a stable equilibrium. Full segregation is also a stable equilibrium
whenever condition (IEC) does not hold for I seg = I , that is, δ > (J I ) −1. Full
γ

e
integration is never an equilibrium, formally, I seg
> 0.

Proof in the Appendix.
The results stated in Proposition 2 are intuitive. If ρ is sufficiently small, segregated
labor is not easily substitutable in production and thus, given the smaller number of

22

( )

This can easily be verified noting that, since I < J , w I seg
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I seg = I

(
(

)
)

1

⎛ 1+ Jγ J ⎞ρ
⎟ > 1.
= ⎜⎜
γ
⎟
I
I
1
+
⎝
⎠

minority people, minority individuals receive relatively high wage, which drives them all
to segregate. Next, if (IEC) does not hold, the efficiency of social interaction of minority
individuals is lower in integrated social networks than in segregated ones,

h(I seg )

I seg =I

w(I seg )

I seg =I

> 1 , and, because J > I , under full segregation it also holds that
> 1 , it must be that ω (I seg )

I seg =I

> 1 . That full integration is never an

equilibrium follows from the very large incentives to segregate, and thus supply a very
scarce type of labor, whenever the number of segregated individuals and thus the degree
of segregation are very low.

Figure 5: Interior and corner equilibria of segregation

ω

ω (I seg )

Full
segregation
equilibrium

Stable
interior
equilibrium

1

Instable
interior
equilibrium
0

I

e
I seg

Iseg

To fix the ideas, if the elasticity of substitution between segregated and integrated human
capitals is large enough, at least one stable interior equilibrium exists in the economy. If
this elasticity is small enough or condition (IEC) does not hold under full segregation,
there exists a stable equilibrium of full segregation. On the other hand, complete
desegregation is never an equilibrium in this model. An interesting question is whether
there can be multiple segregation equilibria in the economy. The answer is yes.
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According to Proposition 1 there always exists an interior equilibrium for ρ sufficiently
large. But if condition (IEC) does not hold for I seg = I such that δ > (J I ) −1, then it is
γ

easy to see that ω (I seg )I

seg =I

> 1 for any ρ and a full segregation equilibrium exists as

well. Figure 5 illustrates these equilibria.

4. The ICT Revolution
4.1.

The Level of ICT and its Role in the Model

Let us now turn to the effects of the ICT revolution on the economy. As mentioned
above, advancement of information and communication technologies improves the
efficiency of exchanging and processing information. I conceptualize the level of ICT as
the likelihood χ , 0 < χ ≤ 1 , that ICT permits social interaction between two randomly
chosen individuals who are not separated by segregation. Thus, this probability is a
measure of the level of ICT. From the point of view of an individual it is exogenous.
Advancement of ICT is operationalized as an increase in χ .23 It follows that, applying
the law of large numbers and noting in (5.3a-c) that any chance to socially interact is
valuable and thus taken, a segregated minority individual socially interacts with I seg χ
minority individuals who have chosen to segregate. Similarly, an integrated individual
socially interacts with I int χ

integrated minority individuals and

Jχ

majority

individuals.24 Parameter χ is accordingly built into equations (5.3a-c), which yields the
following modifications of the arbitrage condition (AC):

23

It is assumed that ICT technologies symmetrically affect segregated and integrated social networks. This
assumption serves the sake of exposition and has no influence on the main argument.

One can now interpret (1 (1 + δ ))γ as the probability that two individuals with social distance δ can
socially interact. For the same reasons as in the case of χ , a majority individual interacts with
1

24

minority individuals and an integrated minority individual interacts with (1 (1 + δ ))γ J
majority individuals. Note that in Section 5.3 it is implicitly assumed that χ = 1 .

(1 (1 + δ ))γ I int

1

1
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1

⎛⎛
1
γ
(Jχ)γ ⎞⎟Iint +⎛⎜1+ 1 (Iintχ)γ + (Jχ)γ ⎞⎟J ⎞⎟
⎜ ⎜1+ (Iintχ) +
γ
1+ (Isegχ)
1+δ
⎠
⎝ 1+δ
⎠ ⎟
⎜⎝
=1. (AC’)
γ
⎟
⎜
1
γ
γ
1+ (Isegχ) Iseg
(Jχ)
⎟ 1+ (Iintχ) +
⎜
1+δ
⎠
⎝
ρ

(

)

It is worthwhile to note that introduction of χ into the model does not alter the
integration efficiency condition (IEC). The reason is that χ affects segregated and
integrated social networks symmetrically.
4.1.1.

Desegregation

e
as a
Having reformulated the arbitrage condition (AC) such that it implicitly defines I seg

function of χ , I am now equipped to study the effects of the ICT revolution on
segregation.

Proposition 3
For any χ , 0 < χ ≤ 1 , and any given I seg such that condition (IEC) holds, there

~ > 0 such that for any finite ρ > ρ~ it holds that
always exists some finite ρ
∂ω (I seg , χ ) ∂χ < 0 . If condition (IEC) does not hold at a given I seg ,
∂ω (I seg , χ ) ∂χ ≥ 0 .
Proof in the Appendix.

Proposition 3 states that if condition (IEC) holds and segregated and integrated efficient
labors are good but imperfect substitutes, improvement in the level of ICT leads to a
decrease of the ratio of segregated and integrated earnings and therefore generates
incentives to desegregate. In particular, if for minority individuals integrated social
networks are more efficient than segregated ones, that is, if condition (IEC) holds, ICT
advancement increases the efficiency of integrated social networks more than that of
segregated ones. A large enough elasticity of substitution ρ secures that the resulting
ICT-driven increase of individual supply of segregated relative to integrated labor is not
reversed by the negative effect of this increase on the relative price of segregated labor at
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the aggregate level. Corollaries 1a, 1b, and 1c straightforwardly follow from
Proposition 3:

Corollary 1a
e
For any stable interior equilibrium I seg
there always exists a finite ρ~ such that for

any finite ρ > ρ~ an increase in χ instigates desegregation such that the
e
decreases.
equilibrium level of segregation I seg

Corollary 1b
e
If I seg
= I is a corner equilibrium and satisfies condition (IEC), an increase in χ

decreases ω (I seg )

I seg = I

and

e
leaves the economy at I seg
= I , as long as χ is such that

i)

ω (I seg ) I

seg =I

≥ 1.

causes desegregation, if the increase in χ drives ω (I seg )

ii)

I seg = I

below one.
Corollary 1c

Whenever condition (IEC) is not satisfied it holds that ∂ω (I seg , χ ) ∂χ > 0 and
therefore the degree of segregation remains unchanged in any corner equilibrium
of full segregation.

These corollaries describe the effects of ICT improvement on the degree of segregation in
the economy. In particular, whenever the economy starts in an interior equilibrium and
Black and White efficient labors are relatively well substitutable, ICT improvement
brings about desegregation. If the economy starts in a corner equilibrium of full
segregation, however, the (IEC) condition is not necessarily satisfied and thus ICT
improvement may increase earnings in segregated as compared to integrated social
networks, thereby perpetuating full segregation. Moreover, even if the (IEC) condition is
satisfied in the corner equilibrium, ICT improvement instigates desegregation only with a
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delay, as it first needs to close the initial gap between segregated and integrated
earnings.25 As soon as this occurs, however, desegregation is extensive.

Figure 6 illuminates the effects of ICT on the segregation equilibria. From the initial state
A, an increase in χ shifts the ω (I seg ) curve down to B. Such shift causes desegregation
B
A
to I seg
, if the economy starts in an interior equilibrium I seg
. If full segregation is the

initial state, however, no desegregation occurs. Further increase of χ shifts the ω (I seg )
B
C
curve down to C and the interior equilibrium shifts from I seg
to I seg
. Unlike in the

previous case, however, the shift of the ω (I seg ) schedule is so large as to cause
C
desegregation from the full segregation equilibrium to the interior equilibrium I seg
.

Figure 6: The effects of χ on equilibrium segregation
ω

A
B

ω (I seg )

B, C: Interior
desegregation
Corollary 1a

B: No
desegregation
Corollary 1b (i)

C
1
C: Extensive
desegregation
Corollary 1b (ii)

0
25

C
I seg

Earnings gap ω (I seg )
I

∂ (Wseg Wint ) ∂I seg

seg

I seg =I

=I

B
I seg

I

A
I seg

Iseg

> 1 is a sufficient condition for a stable equilibrium of full segregation. If

< 0 and the condition (IE) holds, then I seg = I is a stable corner equilibrium even

without an earnings gap, that is, if ω (I seg )
I

seg

=I

= 1 . In such knife-edge case, ICT improvement instigates

immediate desegregation from I seg = I .
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The next proposition states further results of the effects of χ on the economy:

Proposition 4
e
Whenever χ = 0 , the only stable equilibrium is that of full segregation, I seg
=I.

)
Whenever (IEC) holds, there always exists a finite ρ > 0 and χˆ ∈ (0,1) such that for
)
any ρ > ρ :
(i)

For any χ < χˆ full segregation is a stable equilibrium,

(ii)

For any χ > χˆ full segregation is not a stable equilibrium and there exists
e
a stable interior segregation equilibrium, I seg
∈ (0 ,1) .

Proof in the Appendix.
Figure 7: The effects of χ on the existence of interior and corner equilibria
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e
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Figure 7 depicts stylized patterns of ω(I seg ) as determined by the level of ICT χ and
elucidates the results depicted in Proposition 4. If χ = 0 , the only mechanism that drives
the choice between segregation and integration is the choice between segregated and
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integrated wages. Because minority is smaller than majority, segregated wage is higher
than integrated, and the more so the fewer minority individuals segregate. Therefore, the
curve A for χ = 0 is downward sloping and always above the line ω = 1. Clearly, the
only equilibrium is that of full segregation. Full segregation remains a stable equilibrium
until χ reaches χ̂ . After this point, for χ ∈ (χ̂ ,1) depicted by curve B, full segregation is
e
.
not an equilibrium and the economy desegregates towards an interior equilibrium I seg

Proposition 4 thus offers an answer why the segregation of the period before the 1970s
has been replaced by desegregation thereafter. If the level of ICT is relatively low, the
efficiency benefits of integration are minor compared to the wage advantage minority
individuals incur if they segregate. As soon as the threshold level of ICT χ̂ is attained,
however, the efficiency benefits of integration outweigh this wage advantage and thereby
trigger desegregation, which continues until equilibrium between the efficiency benefits
of integration and the wage advantage of segregation is restored.
4.1.2.
Inter-Ethnic Earnings Inequality
Besides affecting equilibrium degree of segregation in the economy, improvements in
ICT affect interethnic earnings inequality as well. Primarily, they affect the relative
efficiency of segregated and integrated social networks. Next, the resulting changes in
supplies of efficient labors affect relative wages of segregated and integrated labors.
Finally, given the changes in earnings, switching between segregated and integrated
social networks occurs and further affects the efficiencies of human capital acquisition
and wages. Assuming that wages respond relatively quickly, I denote the first two
responses the short run effect and the response that involves switching between
segregation and integration the long run effect. Propositions 5a and 5b state short run
results:

Proposition 5a
For any finite ρ and a given I seg ∈ [0, I ] , an increase in χ leads to a larger
increase in the earnings of majority individuals than integrated minority
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individuals. That is, ∂Ω j ∂χ

I seg

> ∂Ω i ,int ∂χ I .
seg

Proposition 5b
For any interior equilibrium, there always exists some finite ρ~ > 0 such that for
any finite ρ > ρ~ and any given I seg ∈ [0, I ] an increase in χ increases the
earnings of majority individuals more than those of segregated minority
individuals, that is, ∂Ω j ∂χ

I seg

> ∂Ω i ,seg ∂χ

I seg

.

Proofs in Appendix.

From Proposition 5a we see that the ICT revolution increases earnings inequality between
integrated minority and majority individuals in the short run. The reason is that the
relatively small number of integrated minority individuals, as compared to the number of
majority individuals, and the social distance between minority and majority individuals
constrain the network benefits for integrated minority individuals. Because integrated
minority and majority individuals earn the same wage, this efficiency effect fully
determines the effects of ICT improvement on minority-majority inequality in integrated
social networks. As depicted in Proposition 5b, earnings gap between segregated
minority individuals and majority individuals increases as well, if the substitutability of
segregated and integrated efficient labors is sufficiently high. Under that condition, the
substitution mechanism does not offset the efficiency mechanism through which ICT
improvement works in favor of majority individuals, similarly as in Proposition 3.
Condition (IEC) is not necessary for these results, because minority is always less
efficient than majority in human capital acquisition.

Can, however, desegregation and increasing interethnic inequality coexist in the long run,
after desegregation takes place and a new segregation equilibrium arises? Clearly,
desegregation reduces the earnings gap between integrated minority individuals and
majority individuals, as it improves the relative efficiency of the former in human capital
acquisition.26 Because desegregation continues until earnings of segregated and

26

This follows straightforwardly from comparison of technologies (3b) and (3c).
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integrated minority are equalized, desegregation reduces the earnings gap between
segregated minority and majority as well. In effect, desegregation works against the
aggravating effects of the ICT improvement on interethnic earnings inequality. The
following proposition states that for sufficiently large J I , the direct effect of ICT
revolution on interethnic earnings inequality outweighs the indirect one that works
through desegregation.

Proposition 6
For any interior equilibrium, there always exists some y > 0 such that for all
J I > y and I seg ∈ (0,1] an improvement in the level of ICT χ causes

desegregation and increases interethnic earnings inequality in the long run, that is,

∂Ω j ∂χ > ∂Ω i ,seg ∂χ and ∂Ω j ∂χ > ∂Ω i ,int ∂χ .
Proof in the Appendix.

Thus, if the number of majority individuals is sufficiently larger than the number of
minority individuals, ICT improvement increases the relative efficiency of majority
individuals in skill acquisition so strongly that ICT-driven desegregation does not reverse
the tendency of ICT improvement to increase minority-majority earnings inequality.27

To summarize this section, in any interior equilibrium ICT improvement in the short run
generates incentives to desegregate and increases interethnic earnings inequality. In the
long run, minority people desegregate and thereby attenuate earnings inequality. If
majority is sufficiently larger than minority, however, the direct effect of ICT
improvement on inequality outweighs the indirect long-run effect and desegregation and
increasing earnings inequality both occur in the long run.

27

In particular, ∂Ω j ∂χ > ∂Ω i ,seg ∂χ and ∂Ω j ∂χ > ∂Ω i ,int ∂χ whenever

∂I int I int ⎛ J
< ⎜⎜
∂χ χ
⎝ I int

γ

⎞
⎟⎟ − 1 or
⎠

I int = 0 . ∂I int I int can be interpreted as the elasticity of desegregation with respect to ICT advancement.
∂χ χ

27

5. Discussion
5.1.

Segregation and Earnings Inequality

In this paper I highlight the role of advancement of information and communication
technologies, such as that pertaining to the ICT revolution, in shaping the incentives of
minority people to desegregate and in determining interethnic earnings inequality. I argue
that the ICT revolution under some conditions increases the incentives of minority to
switch to integrated social networks by improving the efficiency of skill acquisition in
these social networks relative to segregated ones. These conditions are the more likely to
be satisfied the smaller the social distance, the larger the majority as compared to the
minority, and/or the smaller the degree of segregation. If the economy is in an interior
equilibrium where some minority people integrate and some segregate and if efficient
labors of integrated and segregated people are relatively good substitutes, people react to
these changed incentives by switching to integrated social networks, that is,
desegregating. Desegregation continues until a new segregation equilibrium is restored
through the substitution mechanism that depresses the relative wage of integrated
individuals until earnings of segregated and integrated minority are equalized.

In the case of complete segregation, however, minority individuals remain segregated
even if ICT improvement enhances the efficiency of skill acquisition in integrated social
networks relative to segregated ones until the advancement of ICT technologies is large
enough to wipe out the initial efficiency advantage of living in segregated social
networks. This finding is particularly interesting from the perspective of the findings of
Cutler et al. (1999) that in regions with extraordinarily high degrees of segregation
desegregation was limited.

ICT improvement increases earnings inequality between integrated minority individuals
and majority individuals. The reason is that the efficiency effect favors majority
individuals, who are less hurt by social distance as they interact with a relatively small
number of socially distant integrated minority individuals. In contrast, integrated minority
individuals interact with a relatively large number of socially distant majority individuals.
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Similarly, ICT advancement favors majority individuals relative to segregated minority
individuals, whose social networks are limited in size. Earnings gap widens whenever
labors of segregated and integrated individuals are relatively good substitutes, such that
an increase in efficiency is not offset by the substitution mechanism that depresses the
wage of integrated individuals. In the long run, desegregation works to attenuate the first
order effects of ICT advancement on earnings inequality depicted above. Whenever the
efficiency advantage of the majority is large enough, however, desegregation does not
reverse the main mechanisms through which ICT advancement facilitates desegregation
of minority individuals and increases minority-majority earnings inequality.

5.2.

The Reversal of the 1970s

Based on the aforementioned arguments one can explain the history of segregation and
Black-White earnings inequality over the last quarter of the 20th Century in the United
States and the concurrence of desegregation and increasing interethnic inequality in
particular. Proposition 4 sheds some light on the earlier periods of the 20th Century
characterized by increasing segregation of the Black minority and offers an answer to the
question what caused the segregation reversal in the 1970s. In particular, I argue that
because information and communication technologies were embryonic in the early
decades of the 20th century, minority individuals had no incentives to integrate for two
reasons. First, upon integration they would be hurt by the increased competition of the
larger number of majority individuals on the labor market through the substitution
mechanism. Second, the social distance between them and the majority would
disadvantage them in integrated social networks in terms of efficiency of skill
acquisition. Any migration in that period, driven by these incentives to segregate,
increased the aggregate level of segregation.

The gradual advancement of ICT technologies and in particular their massive
development since the 1970s, however, offers an explanation of the segregation reversal
that occurred at the same time. The rapid increase of the use of communication over the
telephone since the 1970s and especially the revolutionary development of the personal
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computer since the 1980s and mobile telephony and the Internet since the late 1980s, I
argue, significantly increased the efficiency of social interaction in larger integrated
social networks, as compared to typically smaller segregated social networks. This
improvement surpassed the threshold level of ICT below which segregation is superior to
integration for minority individuals and stimulated the Black minority to increase their
investment in integrated social networks to reap the benefits of the ICT advancement.

5.3.

The Left-Behinds

While ICT advancement fosters desegregation, certain factors may inhibit or preclude
ICT-driven desegregation. First, ICT advancement may not be enough to trigger
desegregation in extraordinarily segregated social networks or neighborhoods. The reason
is that there the ICT advancement may be insufficient to tip the efficiency tradeoff in
favor of integration for an extended period of time, until certain threshold level of ICT is
achieved (Proposition 4). Furthermore, ICT-advancement does not favor interaction in
integrated social networks whenever social distance between minority and majority
individuals is relatively large such that condition (IEC) does not hold, since then the
minority does not benefit from interaction with majority individuals in integrated social
networks. This may explain the high levels of segregation of recent immigrants, who are
typically socially more distant to the majority individuals than incumbent minority
individuals. 28

5.4.

Social Interaction and the Neighborhood

Given the dramatic development of ICT that annihilates geographical distances as
concerns exchange of information, a valid question is whether advancement of ICT
eventually makes the neighborhood obsolete. Indeed, there are scholars that suggest that
advancement of ICT renders the location of an individual in geographical space
immaterial.29 In this vein, Nie and Erbring (2000) argue that newer technologies of social
28
29

See Cutler et al. (2005)
See e.g. Toffler (1980), Naisbitt (1995), and Negroponte (1995).
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interaction such as the Internet replace older ones, including face-to-face social
interaction, which is by and large locally embedded.

In contrast, other scholars, including Gaspar and Glaeser (1996), Robinson et al. (2000),
Hampton and Wellman (2000), and Katz et al. (2001), argue that newer and older
technologies of social interaction are complementary. Gaspar and Glaeser (1996) provide
a theoretical explanation how ICT advancement gives rise to more social interaction
facilitated by both new and old technologies through lowering costs of creating and
maintaining a relationship, offering several pieces of evidence to support their theory.
Robinson et al. (2000) and Hampton and Wellman (2000) evidence that Internet users are
no less active in using media or socializing offline than nonusers. Hampton and Wellman
also find that Internet users are acquainted with three times as many of their neighbors
than nonusers. Katz et al. (2001) report that Internet users visit friends more often and
telephone them more frequently.

Based on this evidence it can be argued that newer and older ICT technologies are
complements in social interaction and that advancement of ICT does not make the
neighborhood and face-to-face social interaction therein obsolete. In fact, the
abovementioned evidence suggests that the importance of the neighborhood increases
hand in hand with ICT advancement. Given this complementarity, ICT advancement does
not break the link between social interaction and individual location. In particular, ICT
advancement not only generates the patterns of (de-)segregation between integrated and
segregated social networks discussed in previous sections, but these patterns are reflected
in (de-)segregation between segregated and integrated neighborhoods, as evidenced by
empirical literature reviewed above.

6. Conclusion
This paper provides an account of the role of the ICT revolution in the history of
desegregation and increasing interethnic earnings inequality in the 20th Century in the
United States. It explains why ICT contributes to desegregation and how it fuels earnings
31

inequality. It offers an answer why segregation reversal occurred after the 1970s, why
extraordinarily segregated neighborhoods remained so, and why recent immigrants
experienced high levels of segregation throughout the period. The importance of social
interaction in human capital acquisition, social distances, and relative group sizes on
these developments are highlighted.

Further theoretical studies should focus on the determination of the level of ICT and
formalize the ICT revolution as an outcome of human effort. It would also be interesting
to study the direction of ICT innovation in the multiethnic world where information and
communication technologies are specific to ethnic groups. Finally, from the empirical
perspective, we need further accounts of desegregation and interethnic earnings
inequality, e.g. in Europe.
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Appendix
Proof of Proposition 1
Let us first state and prove two lemmas:
Lemma 1
There exists some ρ > 0 such that for any ρ > ρ it holds that ω (I seg ) < 1 for some

I seg ∈ (0, I ) .

Proof: We know that there always exists I seg ∈ (0, I ) that satisfies condition (IEC), that
is,

H i ,seg < H i ,int .

Combining

(4a)

and

(4b)

to

obtain

1

⎛⎛
1 γ⎞
1 γ
⎛
⎞ ⎞ρ
γ
J ⎟ I int + ⎜1 +
I int + J γ ⎟ J ⎟
+
⎜ ⎜1 + I int
Wseg ⎜ ⎝
1+ δ ⎠
⎝ 1+ δ
⎠ ⎟ and recalling that I = 1 − I , it
=
int
seg
γ
⎟
Wint ⎜
(
1 + I seg )I seg
⎟
⎜
⎠
⎝
is straightforward to see that ∂ (Wseg Wint ) ∂ρ < 0 and Lim (Wseg Wint ) = 1 for any given
ρ →∞

I seg > 0 . Thus, Wseg Wint can be arbitrarily close to one for large enough ρ and is closer
1

H ⎛ H I + H jJ ⎞ρ
⎟ = 1 and it is
for all ρ > ρ . Such ρ is implicitly defined by: i ,seg ⎜ i ,int int
H i ,int ⎜⎝ H i ,seg I seg ⎟⎠
Wseg H i ,seg
< 1 for some
straightforward to see that it always exists. Therefore ω (I seg ) ≡
Wint H i ,int

I seg ∈ (0, I ) and all ρ > ρ . This proves Lemma 1.

Lemma 2
1
1
such I seg ∈ (0, I ) where ω (I seg
Denote I seg
) < 1 . For any finite ρ > 0 there exists
1
such that ω (I seg ) > 1 .
I seg < I seg

Proof: From the equation for Wseg Wint in the proof of Lemma 1 it is easy to see that

Lim (Wseg Wint ) = ∞ and ∂ (Wseg Wint ) ∂I seg < 0 for any I seg ∈ (0, I ) . It follows that

I seg →0

Wseg Wint can be arbitrarily large for some I seg small enough and in particular for some

1
. Because H i ,seg H i ,int is obviously positive (and finite) for any I seg ∈ [0, I ] , this
I seg < I seg

1
implies that ω (I seg ) is larger than 1 for some I seg ∈ [0, I ] and for some I seg < I seg
in
particular. This proves Lemma 2.
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Now, since ω (I seg ) is continuous in I seg for any I seg ∈ (0, I ) and continuous from the
right at I seg = 0 , Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 imply that there exists some ρ > 0 as defined in

the proof of Lemma 1 such that for any ρ > ρ there must be I seg ∈ (0, I ) where

ω (I seg ) = 1 and ω (I seg ) has a negative slope. But these two conditions make it a stable

equilibrium. Because it always holds that Wseg Wint > 1

and at an interior

equilibrium ω (I seg ) = 1 , it must be that H i ,seg H i ,int < 1 , which is the (IEC) condition.
Proof of Proposition 2

(
(

γ

)
)

1

⎛ 1+ J J ⎞
1+ I γ
⎟⎟
> 1, I seg = I is an equilibrium and the segregated
If ω(I seg ) I =I = ⎜⎜
γ
seg
⎝ 1+ I I ⎠ 1+ 1 J γ
1+ δ
minority individuals have no incentives to deviate (integrate). Obviously, there exists

(
(

ρ

)
)

1

⎛ 1+ J γ J ⎞ ρ 1+ I γ
⎟⎟
= 1. And because the left hand side is decreasing
ρˆ > 0 such that ⎜⎜
γ
1
I
I
+
⎠ 1+ 1 J γ
⎝
1+ δ
in ρ , which is easy to see, for any ρ < ρˆ it must be that ω(I seg ) I =I > 1. (A knife-edge
seg

( )

possibility of a stable corner equilibrium is also that at the same time ω I seg

∂ (Wseg Wint ) ∂I seg

I seg = I

Iseg =I

= 1 and

< 0 .) As concerns full integration, noting that Lim (ω ) = ∞ , there
I seg →0

are infinite returns to switching to segregated social network whenever I seg = 0 .
Therefore, I seg = 0 is never equilibrium in the model.
Proof of Proposition 3
Denote
A(χ ) ≡

1 + (I seg χ )

γ

1 + ((I − I seg )χ ) +
γ

⎛
γ
⎜1 + ((I − I seg )χ )
B (χ ) ≡ ⎝

1
(Jχ )γ
1+ δ
1
(Jχ )γ ⎞⎟(I − I seg ) + ⎛⎜1 + 1 ((I − I seg )χ )γ + (Jχ )γ
+
1+ δ
⎠
⎝ 1+ δ
γ
1 + (I seg χ ) I seg

(

)

and rewrite the arbitrage condition (AC’) as a function of χ at a given I seg :

ω (χ ) = (B(χ )) ρ A(χ ) = 1
Then differentiate ω (χ ) (holding I seg constant):
1

1−ρ ∂B(χ )
1 ∂A(χ )
∂ω(χ ) 1
A(χ ) + (B(χ )) ρ
= (B(χ )) ρ
∂χ
ρ
∂χ
∂χ
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⎞
⎟J
⎠

which implies that ∂ω (χ ) ∂χ < 0 is equivalent to:
−1 ∂A(χ ) 1 1 ∂B(χ )
>
ρ B(χ ) ∂χ
A(χ ) ∂χ

(A.1)

∂A(χ )
< 0 for any I seg that
∂χ
satisfies condition (IEC), thus in any interior equilibrium in particular. On the other hand,
∂B(χ )
∂B(χ )
∂A(χ )
> 0 for any I seg . Obviously,
it can be similarly shown that
are
and
∂χ
∂χ
∂χ
finite for any positive χ . Moreover, A(χ ) and B (χ ) are both finite and positive. It
Differentiating A(χ ) with respect to χ one can show that

A(χ ) ⎛ ∂B (χ ) ∂χ ⎞
⎜
⎟ , where ρ~ is well
follows that ∂ω (χ ) ∂χ < 0 whenever ρ > ρ~ ≡
B (χ ) ⎜⎝ − ∂A(χ ) ∂χ ⎟⎠

∂A(χ )
> 0 , therefore
∂χ

defined. It is also easy to see that if condition (IEC) is not satisfied,
inequality (A.1) cannot be satisfied, and thus ∂ω (χ ) ∂χ > 0 .
Proof of Proposition 4
Recalling

B(χ ) I

the

proof

of

Proposition

(1 + (Jχ ) )J . Now realize that
(1 + (Iχ ) )I
γ

seg = I

≡

γ

A(χ ) I

3,

ω (χ )χ =0 ,I

1 + (Iχ )
1
(Jχ )γ
1+
1+ δ
γ

seg = I

≡

and

= ( J I ) ρ , which is obviously
1

seg = I

⎛ (I − I seg ) + J ⎞ ρ
⎟ , which is clearly
larger than one for any ρ . Moreover, ω (χ )χ =0 = ⎜
⎟
⎜
I
seg
⎠
⎝
decreasing in I seg . Therefore, if χ = 0 , the only equilibrium is that of full segregation.
1

Now realize that condition (IEC) for I seg = I boils down to (1+ δ )I γ < J γ . For χ = 1,

(
(

)
)

1

⎛ 1+ Jγ J ⎞ρ
1+ Iγ
⎟
, which is
ω (χ )χ =1,I seg = I = ⎜⎜
γ
⎟
⎝ 1+ I I ⎠ 1+ 1 Jγ
1+ δ
γ
⎛ 1+ J J ⎞
⎛ 1 + J γ (1 + δ ) ⎞
⎟
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
and
ρ > ρ1 ≡ Log ⎜⎜
Log
γ
⎟
1+ Iγ
⎝ 1+ I I ⎠
⎝
⎠

(
(

differentiating

)
)

ω ( χ )I

seg = I

(
(

)
)

less

than

(IEC)

one

holds.

whenever

Moreover,

1

⎛ 1 + (Jχ )γ J ⎞ ρ 1 + (Iχ )γ
⎟
,
= ⎜⎜
γ
⎟
1
γ
(
)
+
I
I
χ
1
⎝
⎠ 1+
(Jχ )
1+ δ

∂ω (χ )
< 0 for any χ whenever
∂χ I seg =I
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one

can

show

that

⎛

(

)⎛

⎞⎞ ⎛

(

)⎛

⎞⎞

(χJ )γ ⎟ ⎟⎟ ⎜⎜ 1 + (χJ )γ ⎜
(χJ )γ − (χI )γ ⎟ ⎟⎟ .
ρ > ρ 2 ≡ ⎜⎜ (χJ )γ − (χI )γ ⎜1 +
Now
⎝1+ δ
⎠⎠
⎝ 1+ δ
⎠⎠ ⎝
⎝
realize that both ρ1 and ρ 2 are positive and well defined. Noting that

(
(

)
)

1

1

1

⎛ 1 + (Jχ )γ J ⎞ ρ 1 + (Iχ )γ
)
⎟
is continuous in χ , for ρ > ρ ≡ Max ρ1 , ρ 2
ω (χ )I seg = I = ⎜⎜
γ
⎟
⎝ 1 + (Iχ ) I ⎠ 1 + 1 ( Jχ )γ
1+ δ
ˆ
there must exist some χ ∈(0,1) such that ω (χ̂ )I seg =I = 1 and

(i)
(ii)

For any χ < χˆ full segregation is a stable equilibrium,
For any χ > χˆ full segregation is not a stable equilibrium and, because
Lim (ω (I seg )) = ∞ and ω (I seg ) is continuous in I seg , there exists a stable
I seg →0

e
interior segregation equilibrium, I seg
∈ (0,1) .

Proof of Propositions 5a-b

∂H j
∂Wint
Hj +
Wint and
∂χ
∂χ
∂χ
∂H i ,int
∂Ω i ,int ∂Wint
∂Wint
∂Wint
H i ,int +
Wint . Knowing that H j > H i ,int ,
=
Hj >
H i ,int . So
∂χ
∂χ
∂χ
∂χ
∂χ
∂H j ∂H i ,int
∂Ω j ∂Ω i ,int
it suffices to show that
. Noting that
to establish that
>
>
∂χ
∂χ
∂χ
∂χ
1
1
γ
(Jχ )γ
(I int χ )γ + (Jχ )γ ,
H i ,int = 1 + (I int χ ) +
H j = 1+
and
1+ δ
1+ δ
∂H j
∂H i ,int
1
1
=
γ ( I int χ )γ −1 I int + γ ( Jχ )γ −1 J .
γ ( Jχ )γ −1 J and
= γ ( I int χ )γ −1 I int +
1+ δ
∂χ
∂χ 1 + δ
After some straightforward algebraic manipulation one can show that because J > I int

Recalling that Ω j ≡ Wint H j and Ω i ,int ≡ Wint H i ,int ,

∂Ω j

=

and δ > 0 it must be that ∂H j ∂χ > ∂H i ,int ∂χ and thus ∂Ω j ∂χ > ∂Ω i ,int ∂χ . To
compare

∂Ω j

and

∂Ω i,seg

, noting that segregated minority and majority do not receive
∂χ
∂χ
the same wage, it is necessary to proceed as in the proof of Proposition 3 where the only
γ
1 + (I seg χ )
. All the rest of
change is that A(χ ) is redefined: A′(χ ) ≡
1
γ
γ
((I − I seg )χ ) + (Jχ )
1+
1+ δ
the proof of Proposition 3 applies here, the only exception being that it always holds that
∂A(χ )
< 0 and thus condition (IEC) is not necessary. This implies that
∂χ
∂Ω j ∂χ > ∂Ω i ,int ∂χ whenever ρ is large enough such as in the proof of Proposition 3
with A′(χ ) instead of A(χ ) and the respectively redefined ρ~ .
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Proof of Proposition 6
e
Differentiating equations (3b) and (3c) with respect to χ and realizing that I seg
is also a
function of χ in the long run, one obtains:

∂H i ,int γ ( Jχ )γ −1 J
⎞
∂I
γ −1 ⎛
=
+ γ (I int χ ) ⎜⎜ I int + int χ ⎟⎟
∂χ
1+ δ
∂χ ⎠
⎝
γ −1
∂H j
γ (I int χ ) ⎛
⎞
∂I
γ −1
⎜⎜ I int + int χ ⎟⎟ .
= γ (Jχ ) J +
∂χ
1+ δ ⎝
∂χ ⎠
From these results one obtains that ∂H j ∂χ > ∂H i ,int ∂χ is equivalent to the condition
γ

∂I int I int ⎛ J ⎞
⎟⎟ − 1 , for any positive I int . If I int = 0 , one can easily see from the
< ⎜⎜
I
∂χ χ
int
⎠
⎝
derivatives above that ∂H j ∂χ > ∂H i ,int ∂χ , because δ > 0 . Clearly, only desegregation
( ∂I int > 0 ) can violate this condition, given that ∂χ > 0 . Because ∂ω (χ ) ∂χ and
∂ω (I seg ) ∂I seg are non-zero and finite for any I seg > 0 and χ > 0 , which is obvious from

inspection of ω (χ ) above, ∂I seg ∂χ = −

∂ω (I seg , χ ) ∂χ

∂ω (I seg , χ ) ∂I seg

= − ∂I int ∂χ is finite as well.

But then there for any I int ∈ (0, I ) and 0 < χ ≤ 1 there exists y > 0 such that for any
γ

∂I int I int ⎛ J ⎞
⎟⎟ − 1 is satisfied. As in the previous proof,
< ⎜⎜
J I > y the condition
∂χ χ
⎝ I int ⎠
∂H j ∂χ > ∂H i ,int ∂χ implies ∂Ω j ∂χ > ∂Ω i ,int ∂χ . Because the arbitrage condition (AC)
holds in the long run and thus Ω i ,int = Ω i ,seg , ∂Ω j ∂χ > ∂Ω i ,int ∂χ implies that

∂Ω j ∂χ > ∂Ω i ,seg ∂χ .
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